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Harris Mavromatis +  Muhanned Nassar 

Vinyl Mode is a house music group consisting of the two disc jockeys and producers; Harris Mavromatis 
and Muhanned Nassar. The group officially formed in the beginning of 2011, when the two decided to 
join forces to play at an event.

Harris and Muhanned (aka Phenomena) met in Jeddah in 2009. Harris had arrived from Montreal where 
he was playing Trance music in underground clubs for 3 years; and he was hosted twice by Gabriel 
Batz (Ora Recordings) on his famous Montreal Mix Sessions radio show. Muhanned was already an 
established DJ in the Jeddah underground scene playing Deep and Funky House tunes. Together as 
Vinyl Mode honed their DJ skills, focusing on track selection and technical mixing abilities.

The year 2012 started with a bang for Vinyl Mode! In January, they released their Tune your senses 
compilation CD with Destination Jeddah Magazine. This article was enough to introduce the duo to the 
people of Jeddah and beyond. At the same time, Vinyl Mode started to play internationally, in big clubs 
next to famous DJs, spreading their sound outside the Kingdom. They have performed in Mykonos, 
Athens and Bahrain is a regular destination for them as they have a monthly residence with Xclusive. 

Tune your senses, Vinyl Mode’s monthly podcast has turned to a big success. They have attracted 
thousands of listeners from all over the world that have subscribed on iTunes Store or Soundcloud, and 
download the podcast episodes. 

Vinyl Mode have won a spot among the top DJs in the Kingdom, receiving excellent reviews for their 
events and performances. Lately the media have started spotting more light on the phenomenon Vinyl 
Mode. Design Magazine, What’s Up Jeddah, and Arab News are some of the recent publications with 
articles about them.

Vinyl Mode have recently signed with Casa D’Costa Record Label and soon will release their 1st EP.

“Vinyl Mode is the #1 Under Ground DJ's  in the kingdom”
-90D Magazine
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MEDIA COVERAGE
Vinyl Mode are noted throughout various media sources around the middle east.

Featured Interview

VINYL MODE
by Omer Rana

My Secret Bahrain talks with Vinyl 
Mode...

First of all the question we at the MSB  office all 
want to know. Do you have a groupie following 
or a crazy fan experience?
The most recent one was  actually last weekend 
that we were playing music in a private compound. 
We were unloading the car when a golf cart with 
some people passed by us, and they were 
screaming our name, saying that they recognized 
us  from a recent cover we had in a local magazine. 
It made us feel celebrities…

Being 2 DJs from completely different 
backgrounds, does that influence your musical 
tastes in any way?
It would be weird if it didn’t! We believe that these 
differences make our sound unique. Living your life 
in Saudi Arabia and living your life in Canada is 
different. Muhanned grew up in an environment of 
underground private parties and events, whereas, I 
got influenced from the underground after-hours 
scene of Europe and Canada. Our goal as  Vinyl 
Mode was to combine all these elements and 
produce a unique sound that satisfies both of us.

Were you always into deep house and trance? 
Or have your musical choices changed over the 
years before you became a DJ duo?
Musical choices change as we grow up and they 
evolve as  the different musical genres evolve. The 
truth for both of us is  that for the past 15 years  we 
have been loyal to electronic music. At the end of 
90s, the electronic dance music scene had a lot of 
great producers, mixing different styles  or coming 
up with new genres. We were lucky enough to 
have a lot of good electronic dance music, beyond 

the borders of specific genres, and get influenced 
by such musicians. So, deep house and trance 
were always there, but at the same time there was 
a lot more than that.

What is the most memorable event you have 
performed at and why?
We actually have two events  that will always 
remember as  Vinyl Mode. The first one is  our debut 
gig that was  in Jeddah at a Halloween night. It was 
the first time for the crowd of Jeddah to listen to 
our sound. The vibe of the party was  amazing and 
the feedback was even better.
The second memorable event is  when Vinyl Mode 
was invited to play in Bahrain. It was a challenge 
for us  to take our sound abroad and play at an 
international crowd that had no previous idea of 
us. The success  of that event, and the feedback 
from the people, have assured us a monthly gig on 
the Island.

We love your podcast by the way. How did you 
manage to get it to such a big audience? Any 
tips on how this became so successful would 
be great for our readers who are interested in 
following in your footsteps.
To be successful you need to be unique and 
genuine with what you are doing. We are not in 
need of cheap imitations of David Guetta or Armin 
Van Buuren, and especially now that everyone can 
be a DJ with a laptop. If you are not the best of 
yourself, no one is  going to waste any minute of 
his time for you.
The easiness  we have nowadays in approaching 
large audiences through the different social media 
channels has helped a lot of new talents to expose 
their work with a few clicks, and that is remarkable. 
We are thankful to all these computer geeks that 
made success a shorter and cheaper path than it 
used to be some years ago. So our advice is to be 
yourself, represent your taste, and use wisely the 
different channels that will help you reach your 
potential target fast enough.

What do you do when you are not working on 
music?
When we are not working on music, we are 
working on music. When we are not playing at a 
gig, we meet and we listen to new releases, 
compose our own songs, or prepare our podcast 
tracklists. In addition, Harris is a PhD student 
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INTERNATIONAL GIGS
Interacting with different cultures and applying the latest sounds from around the globe Vinyl Mode 
sparked ingenious sounds from saudi arabia, Bahrain, and all the way to Greece.
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INTERNATIONAL GIGS
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COMPILATIONS
Constantly producing and mixing music, seeking out the latest beats and trends, Vinyl Mode reaches 
out to listeneres across the globe.
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INTERNATIONAL GIGS CONTACT
Electronically available on the web for purchase, Vinyl Mode’s beats have gained direct attraction from 
countries all over the world.

www.vinylmode.com

viynlmode@gmail.com

www.twitter.com/vinylmode

www.facebook.com/vinylmode

https://soundcloud.com/vinyl-mode 

https://itunes.apple.com/podcast?id=495549131

http://dj.beatport.com/vinylmode 

https://heavyg-radio.com

https://heavyg-radio.com
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